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ABSTRACT

The report generalizes from the results
of a long-term investigation carried on
by the author. This research is based on
the material of languages belonging to
different morphologo-syntactical types.
The general problem is outlined as "The
interaction of intonational and lexico-
grammatical means of language", the par-
ticular one being "The establishment of
the types of semantic relations between
intonation and lexico-grammatical means"
with regard to the character of distri-
bution, opposition and the amount of se-
mantic meaning. The relations holding be-
tween intonation and lexico-grammatical
means are typified oriented on "deep"
interpretation of intonational facts
their presentation at the abstract level
irrespective of details. These types of
semantic relations are regarded as lan-
guage univereels .
The analysis of the types of semantic
relations such as semantic harmony, sa-
meness, inclusion, overlapping, excluskn
is designed to disclose purely intonatio-
nal semantics.
Theoretical assumptions are based on the
experimental data obtained by means of
auditory and electro-acoustic analyses
and processed with the computer.

Different types of semantic relations-
hips holding between intonation and LGM
can be established taking into considera-
tion the character and amount of seman-
tic meaning, the character of opposition
and distribution, their interrelation
and interdependence.
Intohational and LGM in the flow of
sPeech may stand out as semantically one-
directional possessing in their meanings
some common semantic elements and multi-
directional, those not having common se-
mantic elements. The former are classi--
fied as being comparable presented in all
their varieties depending on whether they
coincide or do not coincide in meanings,
the latter - as being incomparable.
This Opposition comprises intonation and

LGM as two objects knit together in such
a way as their general meaning can not
represent one object without representing
the other, that is to say, the members of
the opposition form a single unity. The
analysis of the semantic features of ob-
jects under comparison discloses their
different oppositions, being realized in
the flow of speech.
The following types of semantic relation
between intonation and LGM seem to be most
essential: semantic "harmony", the rela-
tions of sameness, inclusion, overlapping,
exclusion.

The relation of "semantic harmon " between
intonation and IKE. I. "Semantic Harmony"
Is relevant for semantically one-directio-
nal relations between intonation and LGM
when all the means merge entering into an
integral unity and without diminishing
functional value of each other make up a
single semantic whole. Intionational fea-
tures being constant, and to a lesser ex-
tent dependent (or independent) on the
context.
This type of relationship between intona-
tion and LGM is clearly traced in the ut-
terances, formed on the basis of sentences
of different typical meaning, and, hence,
different semantico-syntactic structure

1 .
Observing intonation with reference to its
"harmony" with LGM resulted in what has
proved to.be essential - a syntactic hie-
rarchy of classes of sentences being dif-
ferent as to the correlation with diffe-
rent types of the process of thinking.
As it is known, the whole domain of what
can be manifested in sentences is divided
into two different classes: the class of
thoughts and the class of facts and evens.
"Thoughts are the products of rational,
analysing and generalising activity" (2;
320). Facts are all that is becoming the
property of our consciousness through
immediate observation and perception,
"sensual perception of reality at the
speech moment" (3; 144). Accordingly dis-
tinction is made between two kinds of sen-
tence (4; 139 u np. ): erce tive (finer
new. Mesa ascent.) an log cally mediat-
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arama - nomop. Bonra - pens).
igséging the heterogeneous level system-

of language means used to express cogfi _

tive power of consciousness the hypg ke

sis is adduced that the forms of t? n1-

ing, on the one hand, at the emper ca

level of cognition, and, on the other

hand, at the level of logical analys s

and theoretical generalisations, having

different linguistic forms are differen-

tiated intonationally which is condition-

ed, in first turn, by the nature of ac;

centuation. The sentences containing a

verbal result of mental operations on t e

signifier denoting in particular notions,

laws, categories, and also such mental

operations as comparison,ncontrasting,

logical classification etc., are shaped

by means of two-accented intonation,

each of the predicative components - sub-

ject and predicate are said to be accen-

marked.
iggghtually-articulated intonation of the-

‘se utterances is opposed to unarticulat-

ed one-accented intonation represented by

'sentences of the perceptive type verbally
reflecting phenomena, facts, features,_

links of denotations being observed in

world.
Eggiaccented/two-accented intonation in

addition to LGM is a formal indicator of

such interrelated language features sett-

ing off sentences to different categories

as temporal realization of predicative—

ness, namely, localization/non-localiza-
tion in time, attachment/non-attachment to
a speech moment and also abstractness/
concreteness of an action, state or event.

Cf.:Mfie donbao - a concrete single state
of mind of a person, experienced at the

moment of speaking; Qafika - nrnua - a con- .
stant feature, abstracted from a definite

place or time.

Thus intonation being one-accented or two-

accented is one of the intonational fea-

tures which is in full accord with LGM of
the classes of sentences differing as to
character of reflecting phenomena in the
real world and its correlation with dif-
ferent types of the process of thinking.
2. In case of intonation formed by means
of accentuation there seem essential two
closely connected features of intonation,
i.e. the degree of prominence regarding
accents and the presence/absence of a pau-
se between accents which correlates with
the semantico-syntactic structure of the
utterance concerned (in its predicative
minimum and out of context).
In sentences of the perceptive type the
absence of a carrier of the predicative
feature - (Xononso), its diminished seman-
tic significance (it is not an agent) -
(Mega anodmr), inability to stand out as
an expander of the word-predicative at the
intonational level correlate with the ab-
sence of accentual prominence and a grea-
ter semantic significance of the predica-
tive component correlates with the percep-

it as a semantic centre and a

:§i§a§ie bearing the sentence stress (33)

but with a greater degree of expresive-

ness than the neugri} SS. The types of .

accent ation: 3 (Mesa 656T npoxs),

( ) is (linear reds. Kononno). These ut-
terancEs are likely to be treated as

contexually,independent, global, bearing

unarticulated notion which is reflected

in accentual-intonational unarticulate-

ness and in the absense of a pause bet-

the com onen s. .

ggelogicallypmediated syntactically two-

member sentences the degree of expressi-

veness of accents and connected with it

their articulateness/anarticulateness on

syntagms depends on semantic significan-

ce of each of the components and langua-

ge means designed to render them.

The striking contrast can be feund with

two-member noun patterns, having the mis-

ning of the qualifier of the subject ( n
the type: Bonra - pens), where the pre-t

sence of both the components being rela -

ed to each other as parts and the whole

is obligatory. Intonational articulate-

ness on syntagms correlates with the ab-

sence of morphological and syntactical t

links between the components, independin

status of the subject, its inability a

the syntactic level to be a subjugate e

enlargement on the redicative, the paus-

(at a zero juncture) is intensifying conf

trast between the components§,Th% type 0

accentuation is as follows: , I ,2
In articulated syntactically two-member

utterances the components being close y

connected there exists lexical, morpho-

logical and syntactic concordance. Thef

subject is likely to be the expander 0

the predicative and there is no pause -

between the comp ants. The type of :0
centuation is: San?. It holds true, or

instance, for the utterances based on

sentences with isosemic patterns hav n§_.

the typical meaning of an action chars

terizing the subject (inns paOOTaDT .e -
the operty of the subject.(Bona 38M P
3aeT§msnd the like. ~ w
Thus, different degree of accentual psen-
minence of the components and the preeem

ce/absence of a pause between them : r-
to be the manifestation of semantic :m_

mony between intonation and lexico—Sr re-
matical structure of the sentence theom-

fleetion of close links between the calue

ponents depending upon the semantic V
of words expressing them. en-
3. We can also see differences in accnceg
tual-intonational structure of utter:heir

formed on the basis of sentences in'h1ch

1325§EEEZE°E-isosemic patterns in w (P
Here and fuitfiir: (S) - subject, - nu?

predicate ( ) - zero subject, ( e of
tral 33% it ) SS with a greater desre a

°xPr°531V°n°593 (—) - element bearin8c_

prim??? stress, 0') - absence of an 8
cent; // - pause.
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nouns in conformity with their preposi-
tional-case forms and categorical-seman-
tic content stand out as a typical nomi-
nation means regarding the features of an
object (in a set with adjectives, numera-
1e and adverbs): Hanson - s sanxamax.
Two-accented intonation of these utteran-
ces wit the syntagmatic division of the
type: ‘T, is distinguished from two-
accented Intonatign without the syntagma-
tic division - S _ solely by the presen--
cc of a pause and from two-accented, two-
member nominal sentences having the m -
ing of the qualifier of the subject _ _
by a smaller degree of accentual expr s-
siveness of the predicative components.
Such are the cases with a division on
syntagms in predicatively connected pat-
terns consisting of two noun-forms exclu-
ding a notional verb from the structure
( a ama - n3 noma monenefl), in non-verbal
patterns admitting formal verbs which do
not render any information but some sty-
listic colouring and "omitted" due to re-
dundancy (Tea'rp - as snow. Tearp sa-
XO T03 Ha nnomann . ' .

Dueugo the fact that the combination of
word-forms in these cases is sufficient~
to form predicative minimum intonation in
itself does not render any relevant in-
formation and is in semantic harmony with
LGM forming the general semantic essence
of the utterance.
The relation of sameness between intona-
tion and BUM. This type of reIation Is
relevant for the cases when intonational
and LGM are semantically equivalent to
each other the two entities having the
same meanings and being equivalent in
their distribution.
Thus, a rising intonation used to shape
predicatives in interrogative sentences
and LGM, namely, the expressing of the
predicative by an interrogative pronoun
or an adverb are semantically equivalent,
i.e. each of them is likely to convey the
meaning of a question.
Full substitution of intonation and LGM
1n a context without any detriment to its
sense takes place, for instance, in those
languages in which the meaning of the
communicative design of the utterance is
rendered either by means of intonation or
LGM, i.e. there formed a zero opposition
the members of which are equivalent in
distribution (for instance, in the langu-
age of Banana the particle "we" may re-
Place a rising intonation in any position
at the text). In the Russian context
which comprises information constituting
a great amount of the speakers' know-
10 go the meaning of a uestion has been
minimized to the that o a word represen-

9 by an‘interrogative pronoun or an ad-
verb.intonation of a question does not
Work and the ”compensatory law" is opera-
ive. Nevertheless, due to a specific cha-

racter of categorical-semantic meaning of

words-predicates interacting with intona-
tion complete semantic subsistution does
not occur (the semantics of pronominal
or non-pronominal questions is diffe-
rent); In case of the least dependence
on the context and the absence of conte-
xually formed knowledge and, accordingly,
a great amount of information required
pronominal and non-pronominal questions
are characterized by identical intonatio-

;na1 forms of semantically meaningful
parts of a text. Therefore, intonation
and LGM as the opposites are not equiva-
lent as far as the amount of meaning and
distribution are concerned.
The relation of inclusion. This type of

. re a on 5 common y cum in cases when
intonation and LGM are semantically one-
directional and the meaning of one of
the components represented as a carrier
of an additional semantic feature is con-
tained in a wider scope of meaning creat-
ed by the other component. Those may be,
for instance, the relations between the
intonation of a question with the mean-
ing of problematic or categoric reliabi-
lity of epistemic modality and formal
means for expressing modal meanings (par-
ticles, paranthetic and modal words, gra-
ding a degree of certainty on the part of
the speaker in the truth of the utteran-
ce: hardly possible assumption, hesitant
assumption, assumption with doubt in
plausibility of the fact required etc.),
thus, introducing a degree of assumption
into the suppositional meaning.
There_formed the so—called preventive
opposition based on the presence/absence
of an additional semantic feature where
the LSM-are presented as a marked member
of the opposition which is richer in so;
mantic features (it includes the meaning
of supposition plus an additional meanhg
- the degree of supposition (or assump-
tion). But because of a narrower amount
of meaning in the given marked member of
the preventive opposition it is more re-
stricted in terms of distribution and on
this ground any guestion formally indi-
cating the degree of reliability is li-
kely to be replaced by the question the
modal meaning of which is rendered sole—
ly by means of intonation (to add that
intonation does not depend upon the pre-
sence/absence of LGM), that is to say,
the distribution of the unmarked member
of the opposition includes in it the
distribution of the marked one. Opposi-
tion with included distribution reflects
the relation of compatibility of the
amounts of meanings (the notion of sup-
positional modality includes a notion of
any of its varieties).
So there exists an inversely proportio-
nal dependence between the amount of se-
mantic meaning and the amount of distri-
bution. The relation of inclusion also
manifests itself in the interrelation of
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intonation correlated with the expression

of subjective evaluative modality and LGM

for expressing it.

WThis ”P" °’re a on o s prov e a intonational

and LGM are semantically multi-directio-

nal being related to each other as incom-

patible opposites and there appears a new

"average" meaning between the amounts of

meanings of the components.

This phenomenon can be observed, for in-

stance, in utterances whose semantic

structure combines both the meaning of

exhortation expressed by either a gramma-

tical or a lexical form and the meaning

of uncertainty that the exhortation would

be performed (realized) and, hence, the
stumulus to a verbal reaction (whether .
the speaker is able to perform this ac-

tion), expressed by a rising intonation.
The main representative of the group of

stimuli evoking a response is a question

(syncretically combining the elements of
intellect and volition) which enables as
to speak about concurrence in such utte-

rance of the meanings of exhortation and

a questio : requests - Egspemfiie nocuor-

en, xyps ? Honor-fire ; offers -
omre nocuo'rpe ? K we ; invi-

tation -\He 1:01 we noraanes TL. [Ipnxo—

nfire room; advice - He mime no
Beqefigm and the like.
As t e opposites - intonation (as a ge-
neral semantic feature) a stimulus to a
speech reaction and LGM differentiating
between semantic meanings are different
but equal in rank features they are rela-
ted to each other as equippolent. Their
distribution does not fully coincide and
is correlated with the degree of intensi-
ty of exhortation: the greater the degree
of intensity the more definite is the
speech context in which exhortation is
as t to a de inite performer (C .: He xo—
'1 re noroso rs? - He pasrosép afi're.
- He paaros panama).
The relation of exclusion. This relation
IE'relevant for the cases when intonatiofi
nal and LGM are semantically multi-direc-
tional, when the meanings they represent
are remote from each other having no
common elements and being in disjunctive
opposition.
With their interaction in producing the
general semantic effect the dominant role
is played by intonation:,KaK MOXHO MOH-
qars! (Henna woman ). Xo em up (in
the sense of"Hnoxofi npyr” ,BOT

(in the sense of "Kornre lemurs Hymn-
Ha?" - in a bookshop).
Intonation (as well as true sense) are
actualized in speech situation. Since the
members oftthis gpposition do not have
common con e 8 he are in'c m
gistribution to each other. 0 plementary

e ypes o semantic relationshi
-

ing between intonation and LGM argsrggigd.
ed as language universals. The disclosure

of them makes it possible to establish

regular connections between the charac-

ter of realization of intonation in its

interraction with LGM in a context,the

character of opposition of interrelated

means in different positions in the

text, their semiotic relevancy/irrele-

vancy.
Semiotically relevant is considered to

be the orientation on the functional

actualization of a speech signal for

the distinctive function of intonation

which is opposed to semiotically irre-

levant purely intonational function of

identifying the utterance.
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